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Document Summary 

Article Type Fault Report 

Products Affected Exaquantum/PIMS 

Versions Affected R3.10, R3.15, R3.20, R3.30 and R3.40  

Function Affected Time Synchronisation 

Available Resolution Workaround  

Audience System Integrators and Administrators 

Summary 

The Time Synchronisation Tool used to create a time master 
does not set the required registry keys on execution.  

This means that the designated server cannot act as a time 
master as intended. 

Review Date Document to be reviewed before March 2024 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

In Exaquantum, time synchronisation is very important. If there is a gap between the times 
on the Exaquantum server and the OPC server(s), system integrity can be affected.  

The effect of this can be data loss as data is assumed to be from the future and erroneous 
or excessive disk writes to the Exaquantum server which are inefficient. Even if neither of 
the above occur, data collected is devalued because it is more difficult to know when data 
points happened without a reliable time reference. 

Often, time synchronisation is achieved by having all servers in synchronised domains. If 
this is not possible, Exaquantum provides a tool that can establish a time synchronised 
system.  

The tool has two functions. It can be run to create a time master which is a computer 
assumed to be a good time reference or it can be used to synchronise a computer to a good 
time reference. 

This article deals with the first of these cases and highlights an issue where setting a 
computer as a time master fails. 

There is no solution to this issue currently but there is a workaround that will achieve full 
functionality. 

Use of the Time Synchronisation Tool is outside the scope of this document. Instructions are 
provided in the Exaquantum documentation set, see further reading chapter for details. 

1.1 Audience 

This guide is intended for system integrators and administrators responsible for the set-up 
and maintenance of an Exaquantum system. 
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Chapter 2 Fault Description 

The issue covered by this article is that the Time Synchronisation Tool supplied with 
Exaquantum does not create a time master successfully. 

The tool is not run automatically on each Exaquantum system and is only needed if Time 
Synchronisation is not achieved in another way, for example by synchronised domains. 

2.1 Time Synchronisation Tool Functionality 

The Exaquantum Time Syncronisation Tool has two functions which are selected once the 
tool is started. The two functions are shown on the screen below: 

 

This article deals with the first option which is to set the synchronisation on the master 
server. This is often but not always an OPC Server. 

Once a time master is set, the Exaquantum server can be set up as a time synchronisation 
client. The time synchronisation client function is not covered by this article. 

2.2 Creating a Time Synchronisation master server 

The Time Synchronisation Tool is run directly on the designated time master computer by 
stepping through the screens presented.  

The tool will complete and indicate success but may have failed. 

Part of the tool function is to set two registry values on the time master which define the time 
master role. These two values are: 

Registry Key – HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM + Value Default 
value 

Expected 
value 

CurrentControlSet\services\W32Time\Config AnnounceFlags 10 5 

CurrentControlSet\services\W32Time\TimeProviders\NtpServer Enabled 0 1 

 

2.3 Fault detail 

When the fault occurs, the registry key values mentioned in the previous section are not 
updated.  

No error message is shown. 

The designated time master has incorrect registry values and therefore cannot be used as a 
time master as intended.  
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Chapter 3 Solution and Workaround 

This chapter contains information about working with the issue that has been identified. 

3.1 Permanent solution 

There is currently no solution available for this issue. 

The tool will be reviewed in a future version of the product and the fault corrected. 

When the change is made to the product, this article will be updated. 

3.2 Workarounds 

There are two workarounds that can be used to restore the function of this tool. Either can 
be used according to availability of a previous version or user’s preference. 

3.2.1 Use R3.02 version of the tool 

The R3.02 version of the Time Synchronisation tool does not have the fault and therefore 
can be used to set the time master. The tool is a standalone component which is not related 
directly to Exaquantum version and therefore the R3.02 version can be used, even when the 
Exaquantum server is using R3.40.  

3.2.2 Manually Set Registry values 

The registry values that are listed in the creating a time synchronisation master chapter can 
be set manually by using a registry editor. 

Care should always be taken when editing the registry since incorrect settings can have an 
adverse effect on a computer system. 

3.2.3 Verification 

After using one of the workarounds, confirm the registry key values match those shown 
below: 

Registry Key – HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM + Value Default 
value 

Expected 
value 

CurrentControlSet\services\W32Time\Config AnnounceFlags 10 5 

CurrentControlSet\services\W32Time\TimeProviders\NtpServer Enabled 0 1 
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Chapter 4 Further Reading 

For more information on the Time Synchronisation Tool, refer to the relevant manual:   

Exaquantum Engineering Guide Volume 2 Chapter 7 – IM 36J04A15-02E.  

More support is available from:  

▪ Website www.ymx.yokogawa.com\support  

▪ Knowledge base www.ymx.yokogawa.com/knowledge-base  

▪ Email support@ymx.yokogawa.com 

 

  

http://www.ymx.yokogawa.com/support
http://www.ymx.yokogawa.com/knowledge-base
mailto:support@ymx.yokogawa.com
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Copyright and Trademark Notices 
© 2023 Yokogawa Electric Corporation 

▪ All Rights Reserved 

The copyright of the programs and online manuals contained in the software medium of the 
Software Product shall remain with YOKOGAWA. 

You are allowed to print the required pages of the online manuals for the purposes of using 
or operating the Product; however, reprinting or reproducing the entire document is strictly 
prohibited by the Copyright Law. 

Except as stated above, no part of the online manuals may be reproduced, transferred, sold, 
or distributed to a third party in any manner (either in electronic or written form including, 
without limitation, in the forms of paper documents, electronic media, and transmission via 
the network).  

Nor it may be registered or recorded in the media such as films without permission. 

▪ Trademark Acknowledgements 

▪ CENTUM, ProSafe, Exaquantum, Vnet/IP, PRM, Exaopc, Exaplog, Exapilot, 
Exasmoc and Exarqe are registered trademarks of Yokogawa Electric Corporation. 

▪ Microsoft, Windows, Windows Server, SQL Server, Excel, Internet Explorer, 
SharePoint, ActiveX, Visual Basic, Visual C++, and Visual Studio are either 
registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States 
and other countries. 

▪ Adobe and Acrobat are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated and 
registered within particular jurisdictions. 

▪ Ethernet is a registered trademark of XEROX Corporation. 
▪ All other company and product names mentioned in this manual are trademarks or 

registered trademarks of their respective companies. 
▪ We do not use TM or ® mark to indicate those trademarks or registered trademarks 

in this manual. 
▪ We do not use logos in this manual. 
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Highlights 
The Highlights section gives details of the changes made since the previous issue of this 
document. 

 

▪ Summary of Changes 

This is Issue 1.0 of the document related to Product Library version 1.0. 

 

▪ Detail of Changes 

The changes are as follows: 

Chapter/Section/Page Change 
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